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GLC2000 is a joint supplement that has spent years working with top fighters 
and physiotherapists. We are proud to bring you this warmup guide. 
 

JOINT HEALTH
 

Consider this guide a resource to gain a basic knowledge in how to better prepare your body for combat 
sports. Within these pages you’ll find a list of various exercises with a step by step guide on how to perform 
them, a brief description on when and how they should be used and how you can increase or decrease the 
difficulty to suit your ability level. 
 
This guide is split into two major sections.

 

Glute Bridge + Overhead Reach Pistol Box Squat

Divebomber Pushup Supinated Negative Chin-up

Tuck Roll to Squat Band Scapula Protraction

Hip pendulum swing Dumbell Ulnar & Radial deviation

High Knee Kick Away

Please note that this guide is not meant as a means of self-diagnosing your own injuries nor as a replacement of supervised physiotherapy or 
medical treatment. If you have a pre-existing injury please consult your physician or physiotherapist.
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GLUTE BRIDGE + OVERHEAD REACH
1x10 reps each side; 2 sec hold at top of bridge

 

This is exercise is aimed at improving lower body posterior chain activation and 
rotatory stabilisation. It can be performed prior to a training session or bout as 
part of a dynamic warm up routine at a faster pace or as part 
of a core training session at slower speeds. 

1) Lying in a supine position (on your back) aim to bring your heels in 
as close to your butt as you can (i.e. bending your knees as much as 
possible). 
  
2) Lift your hips up off the floor until they’re 
level with your knees squeezing the glutes. 
 
3) Rotate through your upper back to 
reach across and overhead (turning 
your head to follow the reaching 
hand).
 
4) Touch the floor and return to the 
start position before switching to 
reach with the next arm and continue 
to alternate. 
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DIVEBOMBER PUSH UP 
10-15 reps 

This exercise encompasses both strength and mobility requiring a substantial 
amount of upper body and abdominal strength as well as sufficient 

back and hip flexibility. It can be used as part of a dynamic 
floor routine and during conditioning sessions. 

1) Begin with your hands directly under your shoulders, feet in a wider 
than shoulder width apart stance, keeping your legs as straight as you 
can, push your backside into the air and your sternum down towards the 

ground. Push back through your arms keeping elbows locked out 
and back flat as you can whilst sending your butt back. 

2) Imagine you’re trying to slide under a bar, nose dive 
keeping elbows in by your side whilst flattening your torso 
throughout 

3) Push up through your arms to finish the 
movement, lifting your chest up and 

dropping your hips towards the ground. 

4) Reverse this process to return back 
to the start position making sure keep 
your torso parallel to the floor again on 
the way back. 

TUCKED ROLL 
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TUCKED ROLL TO SQUAT 
10-15 reps 

 This exercise can be performed at a fast pace as part of a dynamic warm up to 
help raise and maintain an elevated heart rate before a workout or fight whilst 
priming the body to quickly resume on upright position from 
the floor.  
 
It requires coordination, speed and full range of motion 
at the hips, ankles and knees to achieve a 
full depth squat. 

1) Begin in a sitting position with feet and 
knees hip distance apart. 
 
2) Roll back tucking your knees into 
your chest. 
 
3) Quickly roll forward keeping your 
heels pulled towards your butt whilst 
throwing your arms forwards finishing 
in the bottom position of an air squat. 
 
4) From this point you can choose to 
either perform the concentric phase of 
the squat by standing up before returning 
to the bottom position or go straight from 
the bottom position back to the roll and repeat. 
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HIP PENDULUM SWING 
10-15 reps per leg 
 
This is a basic dynamic active range of motion warm up exercise for the muscles 

of the groin to be performed at the start of any training session 
or competition. It’s a simple frontal plane movement 

that should be performed by progressively 
increasing the range of motion of the leg like a 

pendulum to help prevent the occurrence or 
recurrence of groin strains. 

1) Stand with up straight on one leg (with a 
balance aid for support if necessary)

 
2) Swing non-weight bearing leg 
outwards (away from your mid-line) 

3) Draw the same leg back across the 
standing leg in front of you 

4) Repeat gradually increasing the range 
of motion in a quick but controlled motion. 
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HIGH KNEE KICK AWAY 
20 steps total - 10 stepping kicks per side 

This exercise is another dynamic leg movement aimed 
at targeting the hamstrings with how 
they’ll likely be used for some kicks. 

1) Start in upright standing lifting one 
knee up to your chest as far as you can 
without rounding the lower back. 
 
2) Drive out the non weight bearing 
leg leading with the heel aiming to 
fully straighten your knee before 
bringing the foot back down to the 
floor. 
 
3) Repeat alternating sides 

PISTOL BOX 
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Gary Savage - Two times European Jiu-Jitsu Champion
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PISTOL BOX SQUAT  
10-15 reps per leg 

Appropriate for any athlete returning from an ACL injury in the mid - late stages 
of rehabilitation, this is a compound (multi-joint) unilateral (one-sided) lower 
body movement that will help restore / improve proprioception (joint position 
sense) and strengthen the muscles around the knee to enhance joint stability. 
The use of a box (or bench) as a depth gauge allows you to alter the depth 
at which you squat to and offers safety and confidence to those in the post 

-surgical period finding their feet.

1) Start in an upright standing position with the box behind 
you, feet facing straight forward. 

2) Reach your arms forwards & send your hips back 
making sure to bend at the hips & knee at the same time 

3)  Lift the non-weight bearing leg upwards aiming to 
keep the knee locked out and leg parallel with the floor 
throughout the movement

 
4) Continue to send the hips back, keeping the 

chest upright and knee tracking in line with 3rd 
toe, descending until you butt touches the box
 
5) There are variations for the ascent 
depending on the individual, their stage of 
rehab, strength and balance etc. The depth 

gauge can be used as perch from which to lightly 
touch before standing immediately back up, you 

can stand back up with both legs & descend on one. 
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SUPINATED NEGATIVE CHIN – UP 
8-10 reps with 4 second descent 

This upper body exercise targets the elbow flexor 
muscles, lengthening them under tension to improve 
their ability to decelerate movements where the 
elbow is quickly extended e.g. punching/ 
striking.  

It is a particularly good 
exercise for those with lax or 
hypermobile joints to help 
reduce the likelihood of 
dislocations/subluxations at 
the elbow. 

1) Start with your chin above the bar, 
palms supinated (facing towards you) 
with your arms roughly shoulder width 
apart. 
 
2) Slowly yourself downwards until your 
elbows are fully extended. 
 
3) Come off the pull up bar and use a box, bench or 
jump back up into the top position to repeat again. The aim is to lower down as slow 
as possible and the avoid the concentric (pulling phase) to allow you to perform more 
eccentric reps through range before fatiguing. 
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JOINT SPECIFIC EXERCISE 2 - ELBOW STRENGTHENING
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BAND SCAPULA PROTRACTION 
15-20 reps 

This exercise focuses on movement of the shoulder blade around the chest wall 
and targeting the main muscle involved in producing/controlling this movement 
(serratus anterior). It is excellent for anyone with tight anterior chest muscles 
that are causing lifting of the shoulder blade off the back of the rib cage as 
this can interfere with normal scapula-humeral rhythm and increase the risk of 

shoulder joint injuries such as impingement. 

1) Begin with a resistance band (light) in both hands stretched 
across the upper back (dissecting the shoulder blades in 

half). 
 
2) Keeping your elbows extended pull your arms around 
until palms are facing each other (arms at 90 degrees in 
front of you). 

3) Press your arms forwards and away from your keeping 
the elbows completely straight, stretching the band 

around your back. 
 
4) Slowly  retract your shoulder blades before 
bringing your arms back to the start position. 
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DUMMBELL ULNAR & RADIAL DEVIATION 
15-20 reps 

This exercise is useful for those suffering or who have 
suffered with tennis/golfer’s elbow as part of the 
rehabilitation process. It is a strengthening exercise 
that can be progressed in difficulty by increasing 
the lever length of the dumbbell (i.e. by 
holding it closer to the end).  
 
Wrist stability in all directions 
is essential to help prevent 
injuries when striking. 

1) Hold a light dumbbell in hand 
and reach pull the thumb side of 
your wrist upwards, pointing the DB 
towards the sky as far as you can. 
 
2) Pause for 2 secs before pointing 
the end of the DB towards the floor (the 
little finger). 
 
3) Ensure the forearm remains parallel to 
the floor at all times (support on a surface if 
necessary).
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GLC2000UK would like to thank Jay Glover for writing this guide.

 Jay has a strong background in martial arts, free running and weightlifting.  
He runs his Physiotherapy practice out of TRAIN Manchester, UK.
 
J.Glover BSc (Hons) Physiotherapist MCSP
www.jg-physio.webs.com
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